
Should Public Services Be Privately Funded? 

Fred Foldvaiy writes: 
I was pleased to see the review of my 

book, Public Goods and Private Communities 
in the October HGN. On the applicability 
of private communities to the wider 
economy, Lindy Davies suggests that "the 
market could not be trusted to provide 
public goods equitably—given the existence 
of pockets of poverty." First of all, as 
described in my book, there are private 
neighborhoods in low-income neighbor-
hoods in St. Louis, and there would be more 
if they did not have to pay taxes for services 
not received. Local governance is viable 
even for the poor because the community 
services are funded from the rent generated 
by these services. As to justice, why is it 
more just for a remote government bureau-
cracy to provide services from taxes on 
labor than for the residents in a neighbor-
hood to provide services from their 
community's rent? 

We also need to ask why poverty exists 
in the first place. Is poverty inevitable, or is 
it due to interventions that make it difficult 
and costly for labor to have access to natural 
resources? Henry George showed that pov-
erty can be eliminated if we remove barriers 
such as taxes and land speculation. Politics 
makes it difficult to reform the current 
system. Privatization offers an alternative 
way to eliminate taxation and fund commu-
nity services from rent instead, thus remov-
ing the barriers that cause poverty in the 
first place. I agree that justice is the key issue. 
Where is the justice in government welfare 
that only treats the symptoms of a poverty 
problem caused by its interventions in the 
first place? Justice consists of eliminating 
poverty, not perpetuating it. 

Lindy Davies replies: 
When we talk about "the market," we 

need to be clear about whether we are 
referring to market forces in the abstract, or 
to the economic situation that prevails at a 
given time with all its distortions and fail-
ures. Fred Foldvary refers to the former—
the market as eternal form—when he asserts 
that there is no reason why markets cannot 
provide public goods equitably. On the 
other hand, I was referring to existing situ-
ations when I asserted that the phenomena 
we have known, thus far, as "the market" 
have manifestly not done so. 

Fred Foldvary wants "the residents in 
a neighborhood to provide services from 
their community's rent." How many of the 
owners of land in today's blighted urban 
neighborhoods actually live there? Are ab-
sentee landlords likely to invest rent where 
they collect it, or where they live? Land 
speculation and the leverage to be gained by 
controlling the unearned increment ofloca-
tion values is a giant, pervasive influence on 
our economy. If businesses have a self-
interested stake in providing high-quality 
public services in their communities, then 
they will view those communities as though 
they were firms—competing against other 
communities for investment and custom-
ers. If they are successful, it will be because 
they have designed an effective land-specu-
lation scheme. Will this increase overall 
production and help to eliminate poverty 
generally? No, because areas that are not 
expected to be good rent-generators will not 
get the public services they need, and will 
spiral downward. How can the privatiza-
tion of public services be anything but a 
polarizing influence? 


